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Abstract 
During cerebral cortex development, GABAergic interneurons (INs) recognize and pair - in a 
subtype-specific manner - with excitatory projection neurons (PNs) to ensure the fine 
excitatory-inhibitory (E/I) balance essential for proper circuit function. Although E/I 
alterations are often associated with the onset of developmental and epileptic 
encephalopathies (DEE), the underlying precise cellular, molecular and functional events are 
still elusive. Animal models, albeit instrumental, present limitations due to the inherent 
differences in brain development and function. We will exploit human 3Dcortical organoids 
from DEE patient-specific IPSC to investigate the cellular interplay between PNs and INs. 
Integrating molecular (scRNA seq and Tissue Imaging Mass spectrometry) and functional 
(Calcium Imaging/MEA) analysis, we aim at dissecting pathological mechanisms affecting E/I 
microcircuits assembly (linked to the recurrent seizures) to identifying new substrates for 
therapeutic solutions. 
 
Main technical approaches 

 Experience with animal work  

 Histology of the developing brain  

 Basic knowledge of tools for data (R package) and image analysis 
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Type of contract 

Scholarship of € 21.000 gross per year awarded by Istituto Clinico Humanitas. This sum is 
subject to IRPEF income tax and exempt from social security contributions.  
 
Borsa di studio pari a € 21.000 annui lordi erogata da Istituto Clinico Humanitas. Importo 
soggetto a tassazione IRPEF ed esente da contribuzione previdenziale. 
 


